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Go Wayback! Providing used industrial generators. Major Brands include Caterpillar, Cummins
and Detroit. Here is a list. I do not host most of these, they are just links to other web sites. If
you find a web site with parts or shop manuals on it let me know so I can list it here for
everyone. I usually don't remove any links, once I put them up. I have had some dead links
become active again after being gone for as much as a year. If you hit a dead link, try it again in
a minute, hour, day or so, sometimes even a week or two or more. Or, if you hit a dead link, right
click and then click "Copy Shortcut". Now paste it into the "Wayback Machine". It may be
achived there. If you find something you like, download it as fast as you can. DO NOT think it
will be there waiting for you tomorrow. It might not last another hour. Service Manuals links
come and go like the wind. Grab it NOW. Some of these are in Adobe Acrobat. You will need to
get the Free Adobe Reader to read them. You can get it Here. Another PDF Viewer that works
good and is portable. Lastly, if you steal all my work here, as some have done, it is OK. But at
least give me a link back. American Bajaj Scooter Scooter Shop and Parts Manuals. Cushman
Scooter ID Find out what scooter you have. Henderson 4cyl Indian Power Plus Parts book
Indian Owners Manual Ridley Parts books in PDF. Info on Magnetos and Generators used on
Indian Motorcycles. Victory Motorcycles Parts from Victory. Indian Motorcycles Parts from
Indian. Indian and Harley-Davidson Motorcycles Austria Puch TF Owners Manual and Parts
Book for the cc "Twingle". Puch Maxi Belgium Gillet , cc Owners Manual, in French I think. Lots
of stuff from as early as BSA Gold Star Spec's on the Goldie BSA BSA W. M20 Maintenance
Manual. BSA, Triumph, Lucas Lots of Good Stuff! Grab them while you can! British Motorcycle
Help Lots of help files in PDF format on carbs, electrics, magnetos, and stuff. BSA Bantam
Library Lots of Manuals. Golden Flash Instruction Manual. BSA B Service Manual James
Motorcycles Info, Specs, and Pics. Also some stuff on Villiers Engines J. Prestwich Engine I.
Numbers Norton Service Sheets PDF. You will have to copy and paste this URL Norton Rotary
Old Triumph PDF Parts Manuals. Service Manuals, Parts manuals and tech stuff for old
Triumphs. Scroll to bottom of page on lefthand side for manuals. Velocette LE Info on the flat
twin Velocette Singles Specs, wiring diag Velocette Velocette Specs! Look up Villiers engine
numbers. Canada CanAm Owners Manuals in PDF. Parts Manuals in XLS. Parts Manuals. GY6
clone stuff Lots of PDF files. GY6 clone Service Manual. Chinese 50cc Shop Manual Chinese
Lots of General Chinese Service Manuals. Service and Parts Manuals. Czechoslovakia CZ ,,ccm
r. Service Manual in Czech Jawa 50 ccm type Very nice site for Jawa and CZ riders. Many Wiring
diagrams and parts books Jawa "Perak" Exploded engine view. Jawa OHC Parts Book in Czech.
France Voxan Maintinance Manuals in. PDF, all in French. Germany Adler Motorcycle Some
Tech stuff. Beemer Garage BMW K Series Lots of Good Tech Articles But, lots of bad links too.
BMW Air Head BMW F All free too. BMW R Lots of Repair Manuals. DKW SB Owners manual for
the model. Shop Manual, Tech Stuff Maicoletta Parts of a shop manual in PDF. Owners Manual
in German. MZ RT Parts Book in German. MZ BK Shop Manual in German of a flat twin. NSU
Quickly NSU Prima NSU Super Max Shop Manual for this cc bike with an unusual cam drive.
Simson AWO Manual and Parts List in German. A lot of Sachs Engine stuff but, it is in German.
Victoria Bergmeister Parts Manual, Victoria Bergmeister R Bella Parts Book. Hungarian Meray
Motorcycles Just some Specs on a rare old Motorcycle. Tech Info on an old British bike still
being made in India. Italian Aprillia Use and Maintenance Manuals. Cagiva Alazzurra Workshop
Manual. Parts Manual. Cucciolo T Ducati Owners Manual. Ducati Parts Book. Lots of Dell'orto
carb pictures Ducati SL Parts Book Monza Owners, Service Manual. All cc cc cc models Ducati
Parts Book Ducati GT Owners Service Manual. Ducati Roundcase Ducati SS Ducati GT Owners
Maintenance, Service Manual. Ducati - GTS Supplemental manual to the workshop manual.
Ducati Darmah Owners Manual Ducati Darmah Darmah SSD Ducati MHR Shop Manual
Suppliment. Ducati S2 Owner's Maual. Ducati Pantah SL Pantah SL Ducati Pantah Ducati
Indiana - Ducati F Bevel Valve Drive Ducatis Lots of Shop Manuals. Motorcycle Parts Diagrams
Moto Morini Moto Morini wiring Diagrams and some other stuff. Service Manuals, Owners
Manuals. Moto Morini Workshop manual Moto Guzzi , WorkShop Manual Moto Guzzi MV Agusta
Engine Parts Diagrams. Polini Shop Manual In PDF. Vespa and Lambretta Lots of owners
Manuals in PDF form. Vespa Scooters Lots of wiring Diagrams. Shop manuals. Vor Manuals
Race Manuals. Italian Manuals Italian Motorcycle Owners Manuals All in Italian. Small Bike
Wiring Small Italian Bike Wiring Diagrams. Italian HD Service Manual PDF. Japanese
Bridgestone Parts Books and Service Manuals Hodaka Serial s Honda XR R Exploded parts
views. Motorcycle Model Codes Find out the year of that bike. CL Honda Parts Book for the old
Honda cc Twin. CBCB77 Honda CA77 Honda Owners Manual for the Dream Twin. CB77 Honda
Honda VT Honda CB Shop manual. Motorcycle and car manuals and parts books LOTS of them.
Same web site as above only a different page with more Honda manuals. Service manual. Honda
NX Service manual Factory Shop Manual. CT Honda Owner's Manual. Parts in PDF format from
a site that is no longer with us. For the time being I am hosting this PDF file! Service Manual

CBF Parts Book for the Honda cc Four. Shop Manuals for older fours. Owners Manual. Owners
Manuals in Italian. Parts Manuals in English and Spanish. Service Manuals in English and
Italian. It's Big Meg. Owners, Parts, Shop Manuals for 50cccc Hondas. CB Service Manual, Parts
Manuals big, big download Megs. Service Manual and Parts Manuals. You will have to click
around and search just a small bit but there are Service Manuals to be had. Vintage Honda
Honda Manuals Manuals Honda GL Carburetor Kawasaki EL Users manual. Kawasaki
Specifications Parts Book. KZ Twin B1-B4 Shop manuals. I sure have a big problem with his
method of locking the crank to tighten the flywheel nut. There is not a lot of clearence between
the stators and the flywheel Service Manual ZXR KZ, KZ PDF Shop manual. Maintenance
Manual. Kawasaki H Series Three Cylinder Shop Manual. Service Bulletins and H2 Parts. Three
Cylinder Sercice Manual. Kawasaki Z These are all locked PDF files Not So Cool Even if you
can't print it out, you can still look at it anytime you want. More Yamaha Owners Manuals Online
From the UK. Yamaha XS Shop, Parts, and Owners Manuals for the twin. Yamaha XS, Parts
book, Owners Manual and info on Yamaha's Triple. Yamaha VMX Owners Manual for the V-Max.
Yamaha TZR Shop Manual. DT, , Yamaha FZR This one goes off and on line a lot. If it's not there,
try again in a day or a week! PDF Service Manual. Right click and "Save Target A s Lots of
wiring diagrams for the XJs. Yamaha SRG Shop and Parts manuals for this Yamaha single.
Specs on Yamaha's cc single. Yamaha SR Rebuild Manual. Fazer Service Manuals and other
stuff. Parts Books and Service Stuff. Shop Manuals and Parts Books. It is in the Internet
Archive. Most links work but some don't! Service Bulletins. Service Manual Suzuki VX Shop
manual in PDF. Suzuki VX Parts book in PDF. Owners manual in PDF. Service Manuals. The
Fiches to the left don't seem to work but the shop manuals do. Suzuki RE Parts, Service books
in PDF. Big Meg! Korea Hyosung You can buy these bikes, right now, brand new! Lots of Shop
Manuals and other stuff in German. Unofficial Ural Shop Manual Rebuild the Ural. Spain Bultaco
Serial s Bultaco Model List Bultaco Parts Book, Specs Montessa ID s Montessa Years and
Model s Montessa Model List Ossa Owners manual Stiletto, Pioneer, T. T Sherco The new
Bultaco Old Service Bulletins. Yugoslavia Tomos Moped More Tomos Moped Stuff I have not
dealt with any of these businesses. They just have parts diagrams. Exploded parts views and
part numbers for a lot of older bikes and new ones too. From the Netherlands. Suzuki parts
diagrams going back to Lots of late model parts Micro-Fiche on line. Lots of Service Manuals
Polaris 4-Wheelers Service and Parts Books. Honda, Kwasaki, Yamaha Suzuki, Polaris Vintage
Snow Shop and Parts Manuals. Personal Water Craft SeaDoo personal watercraft Instruction
Manuals. Owners Manuals and Parts Manuals. Vanguard Single shop Manual. Old Stationary
Engine Manuals Not free any longer but quite cheap and, if you need one, you might not find it
anywhere else. Must have Internet Explorer Web Browser to use. Lombardini Engines Service
Manuals, Use and Maintinance Manuals. Continental Engines Maintinance, Parts, Overhaul
Books. Small engine Toro Master PartsViewer- Loads slow if you're on dial-up! Click on
Publications in the upper right hand corner. Enter your model number and it's yours! PDF
Owners Manuals. PDF Parts Books. Outboards Outboard Service manuals Lots of Outboard
Service Manuals. Mercury Outboards Old Mercury Wiring Diagrams. Tanaka Outboards Owners
Manuals. Parts Books. Parts Books Lots of online parts books for outboards. Tohatsu Parts
Books Tohatsu Owners Manuals Owners manuals for Tohatsu outboards. Lots of different old
car manuals. Old Automotive Books. Lots of different old Auto Books. Oldsmobile Shop Manual
6 and Shop Manuals for old Chevrolets No longer with us but if you dig at this link you may find
what you need. Army Manuals Free US Government Manuals. Not Motorcycle, but interesting!
Handy Search for above Messerschmitt Unclassified Parts Lots of different shop and parts
Manuals. Shop and Parts Manuals Parts and Shop Manuals Parts, Owners and Shop Manuals
Lots of different Shop, Owmers and Parts Manuals. Click on the name you want. Only one
problem. I could not download any PDF from them that was bigger then 20 Megabytes. Strange,
but you can still get a lot of under 20 Meg PDFs. Manuals from Motorcycle Thailand Lots of
different owners manuals and some shop and parts Manuals. Manuale Dereparatie Amazing
number of different shop and parts Manuals. Site is in Rumanian, Hungarian, and English. Even
late Model ones. From our Comrades in Russia! Operator's Guides From Bombardier
Recreational Products. Moped Riders Association General Motorcycle spcifications for a lot of
diferent bikes. Side Car set up Manuals Manuals and a reprint of a very good motorcycle book
from the s. Moped Manuals Shop, Owners and Parts Manuals. Walbro Carburetors Wiring
Diagrams Ken-bar Go karts Tote Gote The Moped Archive If you like Mopeds here is a lot of
information about them. Repair and other stuff. Project Moped Manual Service Manuals, Parts
Manuals, Owners manuals. Scooter Manuals Lots of Scooter Service Manuals, Literature. Vetter
Fairings Instillation Instructions. Lots of various makes. More Scooter Manuals! Free software
to re-program your ECU fuel injection. Discussion in ' Old's Cool ' started by dorkpunch , Jan
27, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. There have been several people with spark problems on

their XL's, so here is a basic trouble shooting guide. You will also need either a test light, or a
volt meter. Heres my test light- a real cheap one that came with some set of tools. Works great!
Step 1. Eliminate the stupid stuff. Unplug the key switch and ignition switch. The bike will run
without them, but if the key switch is unplugged, none of the lights will work. Location of the
key switch plug: The kill switch is a bit harder, you'll have to trace it either to inside of the
headlight bucket or to a bundle of wires above the engine. Did that solve your problem? Step 2.
It goes from the stator, splits and goes to the coil and the points. It also goes to the kill switch
and the key switch, but you should have already tried unplugging both the key switch and kill
switch to rule them out. Kick 'er over. If it lights up, you've got power. If not, you have a problem
with your stator. If thats the case, you might want to check out the other systems on the stator
and see if they are working or not as well. Pic of the main plug coming out of the stator: Test
light plugged in- you'll notice I plugged the light into the little pigtail coming out. No idea what
the pigtail is for, but it was easier than trying to stuff the light in the square blade slot Step 3
We've got power coming out of the stator. Now what? Unplug the coil from this Y: Plug the light
up in to the connection and ground. The light should flash on and off on when the points are
closed, off when the points are open. IF: the light is on but doesnt flash: You have a continuos
ground, and the points are somehow being by-passed. Maybe that teeny wire that hooks to the
points? IF: You get no light, there is no ground or you forgot to unplug the coil. Points backing
plate may be corroded, points not closing all the way, dirty or burned points, bad wire? Try
cleaning the points with an extreemly fine grit of sandpaper, or some rough paper ie- buisness
card. Pry them open, insert the paper, let them close, and work the paper back and forth. You
may have to repeat this proccess a few times using different spots on the paper to get them
clean. Points and backing plate- note the wire going to the points. Check it for wear. Step 4.
Assuming the light worked okay on the points, the only thing left is a coil. I kid you not, the test
procedure in the manual is, "lay the plug on the head and kick. If you've got spark, the coil is
good. If not, get a new coil". Kinda lame, I know Almost any of the '70s Honda Singles coils will
work, so you can try hooking up a different on and see if it gets you spark. Coil: Hope this
helped. One other picture for you all. This is the points advance mechanism, located behind the
points plate. It can get stiff over time and can affect how well your engine runs. Something to
keep in mind BadDogMax and Jungle Man like this. Ernest T , Jan 27, Joined: Jun 19,
Oddometer: 5, Location: Texas. I'm hoping I don't need this thread when I put the engine back in
the bike! Okay, added a bunch of pics and tried out my own test procedure Changed the How-to
so it should work for y'all now. Ray , Jun 5, Nice Timely thread for me. I just dug my Xl out of the
basement at long last and seem to be getting either no spark or weak spark. I can't see a spark
when the plug is laid on the head and the bike is kicked It didn't hurt that bad so whatever. I just
can't see spark no matter what Anyway - using this handy thread I will see what comes of it.
Thanks for putting in the work! Hey, this reminds me While your kicking the bike over drag the
sparkplug across the fins or jiggle it back and forth. If you get an intermittent spark, either the
points or condenser are bad. The theory behind this totally scientific test is that the coil stores
energy which is discharged when an electric field collapses. That collapsing field is somehow
generated and timed by the points. When you jiggle the plug, you are collapsing the field
manually and will get a nice big fat blue spark, but only every now and then and only when the
plug is being jiggled. I've done this to THREE different bikes now, and if I can get this situation,
replacing the points and condenser has fixed the spark issue. Weird, I know Nicely done
Dorkpunch. ADV Sponsors. Ray , Jun 8, It runs! Got some new points and a plug cap in the mail
and it runs. Now to figure out timing SoundDude08 , May 7, Joined: May 7, Oddometer: 1
Location: Seattle. Sorry to bring an old trphread back to life, but I have just started a restoration
project and have run into an issue with the spark. Even checked everything with a multimeter.
To turn the engine over I am using a power drill to to the fly wheel. The two questions I have: 1
when you say after testing the points the light should be blinking, how fast? It is nice and bright
but doesn't seem to be blinking with the point breaks. Is that right?. Thanks everyone!! Hard to
say what the blinking speed "should" be- depends on how fast you are spinning the engine. If
you're using a hand drill, I'm guessing thats reallllyyyy slow I'd be surprised if you're getting
enough juice out of it to get a spark. Can you give it a good old fashioned kick while you watch
the spark plug? As for the ground on the mag, not sure. I'd have to check my book. Been way to
long since I've played with any of my XL's. Joined: Jul 20, Oddometer: 6. First off, dorkpunch,
your threads have been a godsend for helping me repair these old beasts. Thanks so much for
the time and effort! Second, I'm currently chasing down a no-spark issue with a 76 XL It was
running perfectly until I pulled some parts to change the fork seals and check on the spark plug.
Reasoning would tell me that I jostled something loose or pulled a ground or something. So that
comes down to the coil right? No matter what I'm doing, I'm just not getting a spark from it. I
even screwed the spark plug in directly to the coil wire without the plug cap to bypass that

variable. No spark. Any thoughts? Thanks so much man! Nice thread Dorkpunch. I might
suggest a couple thoughts. Cut to the chase, disconnect the magneto harness, run a wire from
the magneto harness on the engine side Black wire w white stripe directly to the primary side of
the coil, disconnect the existing wire. You've now bypassed the keyswitch and kill switch and
all the junctions between. Don't attempt to set the points gap by eye the old, look and see if
they're open at the F mark test. Take the time and gap the points properly, the difference in
performance is notable. This is all the adjustment you'll get for ignition timing, so you'll want to
set this gap accurately. The magneto coil and ignition coil can be tested easily with an analogue
volt ohm meter. If you're going to ride vintage bikes, you'd best consider some vintage tools.
Voltage at the primary side of the ignition coil wrt chassis ground should be aboot VDC
assuming 6V bike , tough to estimate with a test light. If it's lower than 6V either the magneto
coil is weak or the condenser is done or you're kicking it over very slowly. A weak condenser
will often cause spark to appear at the points or very weak spark at the plug. Roll the bike into
an unlit garage kick it over and have a look. Mightshocks- Need more info What parts did you
pull? I agree, something you did probably caused the problem, but there is a chance that
something may have just crapped out. The new coil- did it come with a new condenser already
installed? I spent several long phone calls talking to a guy that had a similar issue, and he
assured me he had gone through all of the steps, yada, yada, yada, and was still having issues.
We went over everything several times with no luck, and he finally found the issue to be the wire
to the points in the wrong position so they were just grounding out. This was one of the first
things I suggested he check, but it can be very confusing. If you messed with the points at all,
thats where I would start. I'm thinking though that if you pulled the front end apart to fix the fork
seals, you may have messed up some wiring in the headlight bucket or ignition switch. Have
you tried unplugging the kill switch and key switch? Bike will run without them. If all else fails,
like TRG just mentioned, eliminate everything else. Is the coil bolted to the bike? Wire from the
coil to the condenser good? Condenser new with the new coil? A test for the condenser- while
kicking the bike over, drag the spark plug across the cooling fins. If you get an intermittent
spark, you probably have a bad condenser. Lets start with that for now, let me know how these
things check out and we can see if there is anything else that comes to mind. Thanks to both of
you guys! Fiiiiinally I found it. Brand new coil with brand new condenser, brand new plug, new
plug cap. Ignition unhooked, kill switch unhooked, getting nice bright light with the test light on
the coil, getting a nice bright flashing light with the test light on the points, but NO spark, until I
didn't even realize I was putting the points cover back on each time I was testing the spark plug.
The o-ring that connects the white wire to the points was just barely hitting that cover, thus
shorting everything out whenever I would put it back on. I must've given the wire a jerk or
something when I was hoisting and removing stuff. God what a headache. Thanks for tipping
me off on which things to check! I'd still be out there kicking the wall. Red Bull , Mar 5, I am
looking through the post thank you all and am diagnosing the issue on the same now. Details to
follow. Joined: Jul 17, Oddometer: 1 Location: bay area. Hey so I'm working on a XL and I have
not been able to get a spark yet. I have tested the kill switch and ignition switch to be good. I
also
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have power coming from the stator. I do not have a Y coming off of the coil Any idea how I
would go about testing this? Reviving a really old thread here. We'll see if anyone notices.
Finishing up rebuilding a 75 xl Top end, pistons, cylinders, carbs, full electrical. Was wiring in
just simple little toggles instead of a key and I accidently connected my battery wire and my
ignition wire. The battery started smoking and it would no longer start or spark. Figured I fried
my coil, replaced it. I'm getting spark, but doesnt seem like great spark. This happened less
than 7 days ago, carbs couldnt have gummed up in that amount of time? Burnt plug. Good to
go. Joined: Mar 1, Oddometer: 8. Iv been riding around on a honda xl for about 3 years but its
been misfiring realy badly, how could I fix this? Iv been riding around on a XL but its been
missing badly, how do I fix this? You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?

